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You did a great job explaining to me everything I needed to know about this fridge. I look forward to asking you questions in the future. JimmyBagley, IAWonderful service, fast, efficient and accurate. Couldn't have asked for more. I can't thank you enough for your help. Mary K. Freshfield, Liverpool, UKThis expert is wonderful. They really
know what they are saying and they actually care about you. They really helped put my nerves at ease. Thank you so much!!!! AlexLos Angeles, CAThank you for your help. It's nice to know that this service is here for people like me who need answers quickly and aren't sure who to turn to. GPHesperia, CAI could not be more satisfied!
This is a site that I will always come to when I need a second opinion. JustinKernersville, NCJust let me say that this meeting was completely professional and most helpful. I liked that I could ask additional questions and get an answer in a very short turn around. EstherWoodstock, NYThank you so much for taking your time and
knowledge to support my concerns. Not only do you answer my questions, you've even taken it one step further with an answer with more relevant information I need to know. RobinElkton, Maryland Word filter flashes on thermostat. The filter is clean. What should I do? See the full version : Filter reset the button for Honeywell
Chronotherm IV plus pamela2721Feb 22, 2007, 09:55 AMI has just changed the filter in my oven as I can reset the thermostat to let the word filter stop blinking. I called the service department and they told me to find my user guide! I can't find him. Help! LabmanFeb 22, 2007, 11:17 AMFrom sticky in E'L by default - Honeywell
Environment and Burning Control ( ) Love Honeywell Tech Service. Put the model number in the search box. saylorsFeb 25, 2007, 08:11 AMI have the same problem, but could not find a solution in the owner's guide ... Did I miss it somewhere? Thank you in advance for your help. MarkusFilterOct 16, 2007, 06:21 AMI has just changed
the filter in my oven as I can reset the thermostat to allow the word filter to stop blinking. I called the service department and they told me to find my users a guide!! I can't find him. Help! Filter Help DragoneNov 6, 2007, 03:55 PMI has just changed the filter in my oven as I can reset the thermostat to make the word filter stop blinking. I
called the service department and they told me to find my users a guide!! I can't find him. Help! Have you found the answer? DragoneNov 6, 2007, 04:13 PMFilter Help You get the answer? I have the same problem ... jeffreylancasteMay 23, 2008, 08:42 PMAs you reset the chronotech i plus so that the filter stops flashing paulk0512Jul 19,
2008, 09:57 PMOk it's like filter reset days. 1. Click i to see how many days are left (which should 0 days) 2. Click the ▲ button which is next to the awakening button. 3. Click the run program. 4. You're all set. It's good to go. (my (my up to 60 days, but you may have a different way) email me if there is a question or problem -
PAULK0512@HOTMAIL.COM artlawrenceDec 31, 2008, 03:39 PMOK THIS HOW RESET YOUR FILTER days. 1. PRESS 'i' BUTTON to see how many days OF LEV (WHICH SHOULD BE 0 DAYS) 2. CLICK THE ▲ BUTTON THAT IS NEXT TO THE AWAKENING BUTTON. 3. CLICK THE START BUTTON. 4. YOU'RE ALL SET. IT'S
GOOD TO GO. (MINE IS INCREASED TO 60 DAYS, BUT YOURS MAY BE DIFFERENT) E-MAIL ME IF THERE IS ANY PROBLEM - PAULK0512@HOTMAIL.COM I tried the steps you suggested, but I still have a flashing 'Filter ReplBatt'. What else can I do? dleebrickSep 19, 2010, 11:30 AMWorked exactly as described. Reset to 90
days. dleebrickSep 19, 2010, 11:32 AMWorked as advertised to me. Reset to 90 days. DTWintersDec 24, 2010, 02:45 AMMake is sure that you are hitting the right up the arrow key, not the one that controls the temperature setting. It was a mistake I made in the first place. normana400May 30, 2011, 07:09 AMPress and hold the I button
until the timer is displayed. You are then asked to set a new amount of time for the timer to expire. Days in the cumulative days of the actual fan system works. 30 days by default. Trixied_Oct 10, 2011, 11:59 AMThank you so much to answer this question it bothers me for 2 months 1 2 Table Content 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 19
20 21 22 2 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 So I guess that you misread the instructions guide? I always put them in a safe place and quickly forgetting where it is a safe place when it comes to needing a darn thing. And what you need to know is probably not even in the manual in the first
place. In any case, to reset the filter indicator on Honeywell Chronotherm IV Plus, you first need to reset the timer by pressing the 'i' until the overdue timer is displayed (it should be for 0 days). You then need to press the 'up' button commonly referred to as '▲' to reset the timer (you can find it next to the 'WAKE' button). After that, you
need to press the 'Run Program' key. And that should solve your problem. The display should reset for up to 60 or 90 days, depending on the model. But if the problem is that your Display Honeywell Chronotherm IV Plus keeps flashing the word filter at you repeatedly, then instead of bashing the thing in you really need to consult the user
guide, try this link: (customer.honeywell.com/honeywell/ProductInfo.aspx/TH8110U100) and scroll down the bottom and click download. If not, the PDF must have answers to your questions: (customer.honeywell.com/techlit/pdf/69-0000s/69-1400.pdf). If this still doesn't solve the problem, then you'll have to reach Honeywell directly, and
you can do so through the contact page on your website: thanked the writer. Writer. Writer. honeywell chronotherm iv plus air filter reset
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